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These "ConLoversial issues Kits' were produced by the Institute on Plural
ud Group Identity For a project entitled BRIDGE-BUILDING BETWEEN SCHOLARS
'D CHICAGO'S ETHNIC AND MINORITY COMMUNITIES. The project was made
ossible by a grant from the American Issues Forum Chicago, a program

developed for the nation's Bicentennial under the auspices of the National
Endowment for the Humanities and with the co-sponsorship of the Amerir..en
Royolution Bicentennial Administration.

'hen the American Issues Forum announced its mandate to bring Americaoo
together to "discuss issues that excite debate amon3 us," the Institutc
could think of no two parties who were more in need of a constructive
debate than scholars, and ethnic and minority groups. On the one hand
there is a tendency among scholars and other professionals to regard ethnic,
minority and neighborhood groups not as rich resources for solving human
problems, but as problems in themselves. On the other hand, ethnic, minoritv,
and women's groups and neighborhood organizations are all becoming increasingly
vocal in demanding that "elite professionals" including scholars and others
uho design and administer educational, mental care and neighborhood services
(esponj within the cultural normsof the group.

Clearly what is needed is a new partnership built around a pluralist eth-ic
,_nat respects both professional training and e;,bertise, and the everyday
experience eu;ci common sense of people.

To accomplish this goal, the Institute convened a seminar of Chicago-based
scholars with an interest in contemnorary urban problems. Several scholars
were commissioned to author papers on various public policy issues suggested
by the American Issues Forum nine-month calendar, and known to be of concern
to the ethnic and minority groups that work with the Institute on Pluralism
ar.d Group Identity. A preliminary draft of the papers was shared with
leaders of community groups, who then invited several scholars to attend
their regular business meetings and to debate the issues ih the papers with
their members. The insights gleaned from these discussions were incorporated
Thto a revised version of the papers which then became the basis for the
"Controversial Issues Kits."

7.-Je Kits include a summary of the scholarly papers as modified by the
experience of sharing them with the community groups, a series of discussion
questions raised by the issues in the papev, soggested ,,roup acoities, and
a guid Tor running discussions,

is the Institute's hope that these "Kits" will generate an even wider
circle of debate among us, since they contain both the expertise of the
scholars and the everyday experience of community groups. It is also hoped
that this project will serve as a model for a new approach to cooperation
between scholars and community groups, one that allos each to play more
fHfilling roles in -elation to the other.
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'om(in in ;Ior!,:ing Class Ethnic Comunitins," originated in a
rTher Dr. kathi een .1cCcurt of the National Opinion Research Cente;'

Loy'ola Uniy.ersity; the Kit, "Group Identity, l,lultiethnicity and
-._:itural Variations in Education," originated in d paper by Dr. Isidro
cds of the University of Chicago; the Kit, 'The Neighborhood and Americ
ciecy originated in a paper by Professors Ronald Grossman of Lake

:orest Colege, and Len Calabrese of Northwestern University. The Kits
--riemselves are the work of C. Frederick Risinger, Coordinator for School

Studies at Indiana Univrsity, Bloomington. Secretarial and
-itor al assianoe were povided by Patricia Agn Eckman and Lynn fleri

nstftute on Pluralism and Group Identity grew out of ne American Ja!LO
2:.:vm.i.ttee's pioneering National Project on Etgic America. Established

1962 Lo develop public po1icy approaches to issues i.,!hich bridge differ,encs
Deween groups, the Project has been recognized for deepening the public's
7derstanding of the legitimate needs and concerns of ethnic and working-
::ass populations. As the Proj,=,ct crew into the Institute in 1974, its iniwai
-::ocus on ethnicity was broadened to include a consideration of how ethnicit'y

modified by other identity factors such as class, sex, religion, and
-.7,gion. The Institute works through local and national networH of the socal

cc p',-0Tessi.3ns, the educational corr.munity neighborhood groups, the
!ernmen,:, End ethnic, -F2mThist and intergroup relations agencE.
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P,0 LG CH'ASS ETraIC CO;PJNIL.:f

Headline:
S DdE 0 SUFFER DI7F"T

The fl:aal outcomo of the proposed Crosstown Expressway in Chicago y11 got be
Mown liar some time. Yet tne nation's most powerful political machine has been
stymied for several years in its efforts to build the highway. Dozens of groups
and thousands of individuals have been involved on both sides of the controversy,
'pot of all the opponents, some of the most significant have been the women of
the working class ethnic eorimunities who maintain that their neighborhoods and
their homes will be destroyed if the Crosstown is built. These women are usuall:'
consdered among the least powerful and most apathetic elements in American
society. One reason for this prevailing attitude is that few studies have ever
been made about the role of working class ethnic women outside the family.
Indeed, there is even wide disagreement about the definition of who these women
are. Yet, the Crosstown Expressway issue is only one example of the growing
emergence of both the interest and "clout" of the women in urban America's blue
collar, ethnic neighborhoods. This paper will help identify just who these
women are, dispel some of the myths about their powerlessness in American society
aod raie questons corY.:ernng the role of working class women in America's

There are more tnn 10 million 9orking c;ass women in America today. One scholcoi
called thPm "the subordinato oartner(s) in...subordinPte famil(ies). T;n, other

words, they are "JIe wives and mothers in one of the least powerful groups in
14merica. Traditionally, they have been considered subservient to their already
subservient mer,. Li short, they are the kind of Americans who can be (and have
been) i'yjnored by historians, businesses, and government. However, this image
may not have eocourate...and it is one that is certainly changing.

Who are the working elss ethnic women? Genera;ly, they are the daughtrs and
granddaughers of immiordnt women who still live in the large industrial centers
of the east and midwest. Most ctill live in ethnic neighborhoods, although
growing numbers are mo,ving to the suburbs. They represent the generation that
was able to move out cc the apartment house and buy their own home. They
struggle aof hopo. so that their children can become teachers, accountants, or
even lawyers ;:nd doctors. They are good citizens who obey the law; good wives
who stand by their htsbanis; good mothers who want their children to accept
their values; and gocd wo6,Jrs who make low wages and cause little trooble.

During the 1 50's and 19-1 Os, when Blacks, young people, and women of the
middle class were demanding and receiving concessions designed to increase their
political and economic working class Qthnic women were leFt out. GeLerally,
they have been regarded by scholars and the public as the most traditional group
in contemporary 13merican society. They adhere to ethnic customs, still go to
church, support a male-daminated culture, and believe their primary societal
role is to be "go,od wives and mothers."

In addition to this "traditionalism," the common view of working class women is
that they are "psychologically passive." They accept things as they are and
have little faith in their own abilities to effect change outside their homes.
Any events outside the neighborhood are not only difficult to understand, but
they are also threatening to her and her family.



is co5-mc_n 0:= passiv2. ftry:!-

-.,:vr, this image may only 1De half right. i.forH.10 class ethnic ,::cmen do support t;1:_:

tradtional va'lles of their ethnic background...more so than their men. Ou,-. an
,Inalysis of their role in history conflicts with the passive half of the imat-,,e. Sins
history is nearly always written by men about men, much of the evide,;ce has been cni.
partially collected and analyzed. Yet, the growing interest in oment,, history

alering our V1CW of r'.in( class ._.,thnic

womr.n coul,.:1 not be passive in 100's and nearly 1900's 'C.1±

,3uld not have survived. As one wman historian reveals, "they peddled .;:rom pus*-
carts, ran groceries, sold fancy goods, took in boarders, /and, cooked '`or men wi-
O.,At. famiiis. Immigrant women also worked in the factories." ThPn, as xox, m,ist
,,:orOng women thought it 'iould be t Iporary...until the husband Vlas well enough to
(*) back...until they saved enough for the dconp61yr.:7:nt on a Ct course, tn-;:-:

"temporariness" prevented any sort of wide scale labor organization m.Dvement. but
,ortrsing women were not passive. In 1909, 20,000 of them struck and forced the
c,)f the InternationEll Ladies Garment !erkers Union. 1:n 1902, .,.-:omen led mass demon-

agninst hiQh meat prices in :;ew Yor.

inside ,:he home, the "pass',v2' image appears 1;o !:)e incorrect. The immigra.
':!oman was strongand she had to be actively st-ongto keep the family together,
to preserve ethnic traditions, to support the church, parish or synagogue in its
efforts to provide social services for the neighborhood. Yes, the "traditional"
side of the image is accurate. But in defending their traditions against assimil;,:-

et'nnic women were aggressivey active.

Tcday's Cass eLhnic women Hve just as many (maybe more) problems as their
grandmo'ners. Not only problems c,f family survival, housing, and schools,

but new dilemmas of personal identity and self concept. Traditional role expecta-
tions are breaking :,:wn...depriving many working class ethnic women the firm
base from whin they served the family and achieved self-fulfillment. Increased
instances of alcoholism, depression, and divorce among working class women provide
evidence that traditional roles may have been more comfortable and appealing than
lifestyle. Additionally, the changing situation of the employed working class
women has heightened tensions within the family. No longer is a job considered
temporary. Either because of inflation, a desire to achieve individual worth, or
a combination of these and other factors, working class ethnic women are becoming
permwient members of the work force. Many blue collar men are threatened by their
working wives. They feel stripped of their dignity and manhood. According to recent
statistics, one out of every five blue collar jobs is held by a woman. There is
growing evidence that women are demanding (and receiving) more power in the labor
movement and in the national economic picture. This will cause further changesnot
only in their lifc. styles, but in their attitudRs to4ard, an:, defense of, traditional
values.

about the -Fe:: movement the workng class ethnic woman? For the most
part, working class ethnic women have not been represented in the movement. To
many working class yiem.1,n, the ideas espoused by the feminists--abortion, sexual
freedom, attacks on '6 housewife's role--are attacks on their most cherished
values. But this does )t mean that working class women are not concerend--that they
will not organize and fight for what they believe is rig'It. The Crosstown fight is an
example of their emerging power. So is the attack on the practice of "redlining"
neighborhoods by banks and savings and loan 'assOciations. Working class ethnic women
want to have a greater measure of control overth,, ir con neighberhoc..Th and lives.



ecause o-',' redlining) than .),,Jiiig r:.,:fused a MasCer Charge cr,Tird i.:_;sued in

o..in names. In other ',.,ords, ,' ar,..,, sdll morn-,i concc.:ned ....:ith socio-u7nc.,:i.:',

1,zu,s than h

The :Lorkin,,J class woman ,an.,-,s ,.,,, .-lurobel- o: t'nhqs. She wan',:s to coserv
:amily and her neighborhood. She wants job security for her husband and some
provisions for a worry-free retirement--both for her parents and her own famil:./.
She wants the right to choose whether to work or stay at home. And finally,

...he wants to recapture the sense of positive group identity and heritage of hd7:2
r,other and grandmothers. 'orking class ethnic women know they are Americans--
now they would like to kno!.,1 more about the struggles th't working class wom2n
ent through t',.;c1 and three generations ago. When they do it :;.7, -H!:ely that

--:.),-,ssv,=._:' ::,H, nT L.h,:-.,ii :ilie i '!..?
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M.lEN IN WORKINC- CLASS ETHNIC CONMNITIK

gene;.a: icw of:

o4)er that yoL, jusL read?

The paper established sevel-al ditinctions between wori(ing cla',;s ethnic

women and those women of the middle class who are leaders at the feminist

movement. What were some of these distinctions? Do you agree that theo

is a socio-economic and life style difference between the two groups?

Thc general impression of working c;ass women has been that they are bo.c.h

"traditional" and "psychologically passive." What is meant by these two

descriptions? Do you agree with the paper's argument that while working

class women were (and are) traditional, they were (and are) not passive?

In what ways have the feminist movement and changing roles for women

ro the social and personal difficultiPs of working class women? In what

wys does the -,'eminist movement provide opportunities for them?

The paper makes a strong paint that working class women are more concerned

about local issues, while the middle class eaders of the feminist movement

are more interested in national reforms such as ratifying the Equal Rights

Amendment. Do you agree with this assessment? Can you offer evidence from

pe-sonal experience or the news media to support your position?

Scae people nave argued that thE: traditionalism of wor!:ing class ethnic

wocm?.n is found in all women who remain in the home as homemakers. They main-

tair that it is not economic class or ethnic background that encourages

traditionalism; instead, it is the lack of interaction with people and ideas

outside the family and neighborhood. If this is so, then the traditionalism

of workihj class ethnic women is not related to ethnicity or economic class--

it is related to their function as women who stay at home. cihich view seems most

accurate to you?

1)e opposition to the Crosstown Expressway and the practice of "redlining"

in Chicago has pushed many workig -7:ss ethnic women into community leader-

ship The same has beer 's.. :a in similar controversies throughout

the nation. Does this signify a growing involvement of working class ethnic

women, or is it simply an indication that all people are using the protest

techniques that were used by civil rightc and anti-war groups?

If the paper is correct about working class ethnic women being the staunchest

defenders of their ethnic heritage and customs, what might be the consequences

of the growing involvement of these women in the permanent job force and in

community and work action groups? Could this lead to a further decline in

ethnicity?

One of the arguments against the Equal Rights Amendment is that it will

encourage women to find full-time jobs--otherwise they will not feel

"fulfilled." According to these people, this will result in a loosening

of family ties, lead to more government involvement in childrearing, and

hast,n t`'e Ureakdown of the American family. How do you feel about this

argument?

0
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IM:ide the .,.rc:L:h tHiriseu uT 0V Lo
p.L':rticipants. Give each sub-group a sheet af poster pap.?..,- or a large sheet
oF butcher paper. (You need paper this big because the sheets will have Lo
L)::"2 posted along the wall.) Have each group draw a line down the middle ahd
itle the two sections 'How Working Class Women Are Different From Other

Women" and "How Working Class Women Are Like Other Women." Each sub-group
should discuss and write in as many differences and similarities as they
The paper "Women in Working Class Communities" should be one base for the
discussions, but the participants chould feel free to bring in other inform-
tion and attitudes. Then bring the total group together, post the sheets oh
the wall with masking tape and have each group report and elaborate on thei:
sheets. Make a note o-",' coftmon items among the rtToits ,uid save this
stmary report.

This activity is related to the previous ene Up the time your group meets
again, you should have prepared a "handout" with the "most agreed-on" items
from the last activity. Divide into sub-groups aciain (preferably different
ones) and try tu use the distinctions between working class women and other
women as "strong points." not deficiencies ar weaknesses. For example, if
one perceived difference was that working class ethnic women are "more
traditional," the sub-group could recommend using working class women as the
organi7ers of more traditional gro, Tne sub-groups should report back to
the totEl group again. Hopefully, chese two activities might "spur" some
_=t -7clicw-up ection.

Each woman in the group (mel,, too, if they're present) should be given two
sheets of paper. They should write two sets of marriage "rights and
responsibilities" in other words, two marriage contracts. The first
should be the one that the women more or less "expected" when they were first
married (or at age 13-20 if never married). The second should be the rights
and responsibilities they would be in favor of including now. If any men are
in the audience, they should write one contract that they expected of their
wives when first married (or at age 18-20 if never married) and one that they
wculd expect their wives to fulf11 now.

Then divide the women into groups of three to four each. They should discuss the
two contracts and the major differences. Allow at least twenty minutes for
this section because it may become somewhat animated. Be prepared for a few people
who would prefer not to discuss their contracts with others--if so, do not
push the issue.

After they have discussed the contracts, have toem make two or three
generalizations about the differences between the old and new contracts. These
should be discussed by the total group with each sub-group reporting.

If this activity were used with various women's groups .(somc in inner city
areas, some suburban, some upper middle class, some working class, and other
socioeconomic, ethnically differentiated groups) it would be interesting to compare
the results. You might ask the group to hypothesize about what they feel would
result from another group performing the same activity.



0VHCp 0 :rong, Hotographs, chary encpss
interviews, and anecdotes about your group's mohers, aunts, arC grandmothers.
Collect brier (1-3 paragraphs)descriptions about the working .,ass ethnic worum
ih your group's backgroun,11. These could be put in a scrapb0J:: or typed on
ciirds for a display presentation. Copies of diary pages and old photographs
would add a great deal. Try so find stories about women who held a family
together during adversity, \.:orked at a job usually considered "too hard" for
women, or organized some sort of neiohborhood or city movemPnt. If possible,
have a local bank, insurancc agebesy, conxuhity Ouilding :lisplay your
mateHals.

Have th.: a a vou. Jevc]op t,-o!o "I waPtu lists. There should he a
personal nc" list, an 'I want' list bor their family members, and a
separate list for toe neighborhood or oommunitv. Tell them that their personal
list shod] a not be too Personal. It siinuld include things iike "I want to
1.Larn hc-.1 to writn illaciazHe a:.ticlos or "I want to find a good, full-tim,a job."

-Toe women SubS e their lists with gr(wps of nree to four participants each.
ii-ey should note. simiiaHties among their ,ists. They should try to de,elop

,eraThcations from the 1 i3ts. For example, a generalization could be: "Ve
want to .ind better uses for our leisure time."

na sup-groups to-J-.zhor tha larg-:: "group." Discuss the generaliza-
'Jions tnat were developed by the sub-groups and note the similarities among
t=be. Then the group should try to find ways to link the neighborhood/
communit. "'::mts'' win th,- ; iro:-1 For Pxample, if one
generaiization was 'I want my children to attend schools with more discipline,"
that's a family "want" that must be solved Ly working in the community. The

goal of this activity is to help the participant- rcalize that many persorial
and t'amily ants" require action outside the household if they are to be
achieved.

This activity is directly related to the previous one. Using the list of
personal, FaLily, and n .jborhood/community "wants," try
to identify other women's groups in the Chicago area that would have similar

"wants." For example, better schools or better employment o2portunities for women
are not the desires cf just one group. (You might check with the staff of
the Institute on Pluralism and Group Identity to see if any other women's groups
have used this activity and whether or not they would be wi fling to share their
results with your group.)

Orce other groups are tentatively or actually identified, try to establish
some "action plans" and cooperative activities. Use the community "wants"
as a " to the other groups. Try to establish coalitions with one
or more groups to achieve one of your common group goals. Once this is done,
future cooperative efforts will be ee.sier to initiate and even more likely
to achieve success.


